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MILANO WINE GARDEN  

  
A different way to spend time in the city of Milan during the Expo period. 

  
Among the several different offers to experience these months of Expo in a profitable and alternative way, 
Milano Wine Garden is with no doubts a tasteful solution, in all respects.  Included in the proposals of 
Expo in Città, the Milan Wine garden is a format that links fashions and trends with the knowledge of relevant 
experts. The concept was born to realize, in a significant location like Milan’s city center, a small village, 
where wine is the main character thanks to both its high cultural and symbolic meaning, from the 
ancient farming culture to its deep religious implementation. For all these reasons, and in accordance 
with the theme of Expo 2015, the Milano Wine Garden offers a wide range of events aimed to involve a large 
public of inquiring visitors, lovers, passionate individuals and Italian and foreign connoisseurs. The Milan Wine 
Garden will also have an extraordinary location: the fifth-century “oratory of Passion” in 
Sant’Ambrogio square, beating heart of Milan’s artistic city and among the preferred destinations for tourists. 
The area will be appositely furnished for the Milan Wine Garden from the beginning of May to September 
20, a unique occasion because of the place high cultural and artistic value. 
The showrooms will also be organized ad-hoc by Sgaravatti Trend, which will expose green walls and 
bookcases from its new line Crazy Pallet.  
All furniture is well finished and smoothed, strictly complying with Made in Italy practices of production and 
design, and always accounting for environmental sustainability. A special area will be dedicated to the original 
and innovative Kalamitica plants, new concept, very appreciated both in Italy and abroad. 
The magnetic cases Kalamitica, also proposed as bottle-carriers, will be exposed in light frames, studied to 
highlight the important labels of bottles present during the various events. 
A space into the kitchens will then be devoted to the presentation of the new line Kalamitica Home, where the 
magnetic cases, supplied with a lid, maintain groceries. 
 
As soon as guests pass the oratory hall, they will find a bistro with a wine-tasting stand: an opportunity to try, 
month after month, the products of several little Italian firms, straight at the stand or sat at the small tables 
spread all over the place. A little further, under an arcade of the beautiful courtyard, it will be set up a library 
with a wide choice of titles related to the world of cooking and wine, both in Italian and English. Under the 
same arcade, there will even be room for a professional kitchen dedicated to cooking courses and to wine 
and food tasting: moments open to everyone from beginners to experts, with an articulate and broad calendar.  
Along the wall flanking the garden it will be, finally, a winehouse, open every day, where to choose and buy 
Italian wines. To end gloriously, the 1400 exposition area, still with Bernardino Luini’s frescoes on the walls, 
will guest tastings, meetings and conferences with the emeritus Professor Attilio Scienza, well-known 
expert in the winemaking industry and responsible for the agriculture department in the Milan’s State 
University. 
There will be countless wine cooperatives, cellars and firms. Finally, the public will be able to meet and 
acknowledge all of them inside the Milano Wine Garden, which has started from the very beginning to rely on 
research centers, universities and qualified partners. 
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